BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING SUMMER SCHOOL (BME)

The ETU «LETI» International Summer School offers participants a unique opportunity to gain professional skills from highly qualified teachers in an invigorating academic environment and to enjoy the magnificent beauty of St. Petersburg.

St. Petersburg State Electrotechnical University is one of the oldest and most prestigious educational institutions in Russia offering multi-applied study and research areas. The University is a member of the Russian «Top 100 World Universities» programme.

The Summer School Programme includes:

- Computer Analysis of Biomedical Signals
- Electronics and Beam Robots in BME
- Modern Technologies in Rehabilitation and Prosthetics
- Secrets of successful science and innovation projects in BME

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

- Guided tour of St. Petersburg and Peterhof: Introducing the City
- Guided tour «St. Petersburg: The City of White Nights»

THE LANGUAGE OF TUITION IS ENGLISH

Apply until June 1st 2018
The registration fee (350 EUR) includes:

- Tuition
- Course materials
- Cultural activities

**Accommodation:**
ETU «LETI» offers accommodation at our student dormitory (shared double room 700 RUB/12 EUR per 2 weeks)

For more information contact:
Alexandra Kilina
+7 (812) 234-35-53
2343553@mail.ru

Natalia Pyatkina
+7 (812) 234-13-87
nnpyatkina@etu.ru

Visit St. Petersburg in summer, learn Russian and enjoy an unforgettable cultural and social experience!